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PADUCAFI, KY., THURSDAY EVENI NG, OCTOBER 3, 1907

VOL. XXII NO.78

VICTORY FOR G.O.P. NAVY DEPARTMENT IMMENSE THRONG GATHERS
IWHISKY MAY
HON. A. E. WILLSO WILL
10 GREET THE PRESIDENT
ANXIOUS ABOUT
IS INDICATED IN
BE SHIPPED INTO
BE HEARD TONIGHT ON
IN EGYPTIAN CITY TODAY
RIVER STAGE
REGISTRATION
DRY COUNTIES
ISSUES OF CAMPAIGN

,

Frankfort, KY., Oct. 3.—In revers- Republicans and
Indenpen- Anxiety over the stage of the re
ing the case of the Cincinnati Southwhen the city of Paducah is read
dents Have Majority of 3000 era
ern railroad against the commonI. present to the U. S. gunboat
wealth from Boyle county, the court
From ddleitah a handsome silver service, is
on Face of
of appeals today holds unconstitutionfelt as keenly in Washington, as it is
al the law enacted by the last legislaLouisville.
by interested city officials and cltiture, prohibiting the shipment of liaens.and yesterday a letter reached
quor into local option territory.
Mayor D. A. Yeiser from CongressThe court holds that the etate has
man 011ie James regarding the probno power to regulate the interstate GAINS ARE MADE EVEIll.WHERE. able date of presentation.
commerce of a common carrier. Beer
Enclosed with Congressman James
was shipped from a Covington brewletter came a letter from navy deCairo, Ill., Oct. 3.—You have to be tive portions of 011e of the most fericvelatiops contained in the gover- ery to Cincinnati and thence back inpartment officials asking for the date.
DATIes.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 3.--The regtile and productive agricultural terBoyle
which
county
time to meet Roosevelt.
on
to
to
Kentucky
record.
nor's pardon
Mayor Yeleer replied immediately.
Murray, Friday, 1:30.
istration Tuesday 'showed, such trethe
Just as the steamer Cowling from ritories in all the world, and
Willson has also shown up the is "dry."
from
word
that
he
Mr.
stating
expected
1:30.
Saturday,
Benton,
mendoes a-nd uuexpested Republican
Paducah floated into the Cairo har- dwellers in this territory represent a
and
Beckham
Governor
of
the
insinceiity
who
are
the
preparing
jewelers
1:30
Woodville, Wednesday,(let. U.
and Independent gains and such a
average of comfort, intelliR(ICE
sliver service daily, and as soon as bor the steamer Mississippi with higher
Auditor Hager on the temperance istirahamville, Oct. 14, 7:3o.
heavy Democratic loss that the maand sturdy capacity for selfgence.
aboard
was
Roosevelt
President
have
sighthenchmen
their
how
and
sue
he definitely learns the date, will adFulton, Thursday, (let. 24.
ace disheartened.
workers
ed. The engineer of the Cowling was government than the people in any
worked tooth and nail to defeat the Does Not ,Appear at Ti-lid of Knit to chine
vise by wire.
are
managers
n
Republi
the
while
about to whistle for the landing tract of like extent in any other conin many couninterests
ISittleotve
option
standard.
stated
local
The
Washington
from
letter
The Hon. Augustus E. Willson, Rejubilant.
when the whistle was changed to the tinent. The land teems with beauty
state.
known,
the
date
of
was
soon
as
that
as
the
ties
1_
and fertility, and but a wore of years
publican nominee for governor, arAn examination of the figures authority to proceed co- Paducah or first one to welcome the president.
unfitness for the
New York, N. Y., Oct. 3.— When
Dager's
Auditor
at noon from, Fulton, where he
after Dickens wrote it was shown t/
In
results.
surprising
horiover
most
the
peeped
the
sun
his
When
of
the
shows
dile
the hearing of the federal suit to
office of governor by reason
"as near in the vicinity as permitted
be a nursery and breeding ground of
a big meetlipg last night.
addressed
rived.
duty in the Semonin solve the Standard company of Ne.w round numbers 1.-00) lees Detuocrats by the stage of rivers." will be given zon this morning Its rays fell upon
of
derelettiou
lie was accompanied by Capt. Edwin case in Louisville, has been put plain- Jemey was resumed today, Deputy were registered Tuesday than on the officers of the gunboat
the gala attire of Cairo, splendid in heroes, of soldiers-and statesmen of
Paducah.
Parley and the following Republican. ly before the voters by the Republi- Attorney General Kellogg stated that first day of registration in 1905. In
denpration and perfect in preparation the highest rank, while the rugged
him at the train: James P. Smith, can nominee and specific instances of he knew nothing of the report that round numbers 6.,0001 more Republi
frons the river front to the residence worth of the rank and file of the
possible the
citizenship rendered
nominee for mayor; W. T. Miller, E. fraud and intimidation In the ,Demo- Rockefeller was in New York, Kel- cans were registered than on the same
sect km.
of the mighty men who led in
R. Miller. E. E. Bell, H. C. Hoover crude machete primary of last fall logg Bald the oil king was not there day in 1905. In addition to this the
River craft from the steamboats deeds
council and in batt:e. This was the
net Treasurer John J. Derian, and which resulted In the defeat of Mc- to appear in the suit. It is said that Independent vote which will go almost
City
tied at the whaef to the smalleet
region that brought forth mighty
T. N. Halley. Mr. Willeon is stop- Creary and Hays, the choices of the Kellogg's resolution not to subpoena -unanimously to the Republieau ticket
and
pleasure launch were decorated
the incarnation of
ping at the Palmer and this afternoon majority of the Democratic party in the Standard chiefs hart caused con- is considerably larger. Nothing like
A bust of William McKinley festooned in honor of the visit of the Abraham Lincoln,
all that Is best in democratic life:
was the guest of Mr. James P. Smith, the state, have been given by him, siderable worry in the Standard head- this was ever known before in Louis- carved out of granite stone by Robert president of the United States.
and from the loins of the sante people,
and was driven around the city and Mr. Wilson's tour thus far of the quarters.
figures can Wilkins, eon of Mr. Bob Wilkins, the
Gaily decorated with officers and
eel ville, and if registration
living only a little farther south,
county In Mr. Smith's motor.
surbig
been
a
be
has
will
First district,
blacksmith of South Eleventh street men in uniform ten large river boats
be taken as a guide. Mr. Tyler
sprang another of our greatest presiMr. Willson was met at the hotel prise to him by reason of the great WILL ASK FRANCHISE
defeated by the largest vote ever has been mounted above the door at were lined up at the wharf.
dents, Andrew Jackson. "Old Hickby his brother. H. A. Willson, and interest shown by many of the old
FOR INTERURBAN ROAD. given against a candidate in Louis- Carnegie library, a present to the liStanding at the head of the line of
ory"— a man who made mistakes.
John
two uelehews, H. E. and Morris Will time Democrats who have called on
the
young
The
and
from
brary
'sculptor.
Dick
Fowler
ville.
boats was the
Ike most strong men, but a man of
who had him and pledged him their support
son, of Carbondale,
The Paducah and Hickman interurIn round numbers the registration work is his maiden effort, and shows Hopkins, the neatest and trimmest of iron will and incorruptible Integrity,
him
surprise
to
Paducah
to
come over
and encouragement to assist in over ban railway will apply to the general Tuesday was divided aboat as fol- rare talent. The 'likeness is excel- the lot. All arrangements had been
fearless, upright, devoted to the welwith a visit.
throwing the ring at Frankfurt,
ccuncil for a franchise and right of lows:
lent and has been highly compli- completed for the welcoming of the fare
of Ws countrymen, bone of our
Mr. Willson will speak tonight at
way into the city Monday night. The
Mississippi
mented. Young Wilkinst is learning president, and as the
bone and flesh of our flesh, a typical
Democrats, 15,500.
7:30 o'clock at the corner of Fifth
the trade of marble carving but de- floated majestically into the harbor
rights of way from here to Mayfield
American if ever there was one.
Republicans, 13,000.
and Kentucky avenue, if the weather
have all been secured, and as soon
sires to stud,- sculpturing, and is at s:30, the president was standing
5eelen.
,
Independents
"I commend a careful reading of
permits; If it Is raining or threatenItaly alone it, the bow of the boat, and as
as the right-of-way into Paducah is
to
of
going
thinking
seriously
Thus it will be seen toe RepubliMartin Chuzzlewit to the Pessimists
ing the speaking will be held in the
secured the engineers will begin
within a year to begin studies.
he wag recognized by the mighty
cans and Independents combiued have
of today., to the men who, instead of
Mr. James P. Smith
court house.
their work.
crowd a lusty cheer went up swelled
returns
the
of
face
the
011
majority
a
fighting hard to do away with abushim
introduce
has bee-if selected to
din of booming cannon, shriekthe
by
es while at the same time losing no
of 3,000.
Mr. Willson looks very well, and is
bells.
clanging
ing whistles and
ACCIDENT AT RINK BUILDING.
jot of their buoyant hopefulness for
It must also be remenatered that
standing the hard work of the camThe east wall of the skating rink
Two little tug boats gaily - be- the country, insist that all our peopoll
to
hope
never
Detuocrats
tile
was
he
Mayfield
At
paign splendidly.
de 'lied for harbor patrol, had towed ple, socially ami industrially. In their
fell today at noon, while the workmen
over 75 per cent of their registred
greeted by a trurprieingly large and
a barge to the middle of the river on
were at luncheon, but no one was Inas politinumber
a
on
watch
vote. A careful
Paducah has taken on the moving which was a section of the Danville private lives no less thanenthusiastic crowd, and made a telljured. The studding. had just been
the
cians, newspaper men, and business
revealed
yesterday_
precincts
of
and
Hickman
a
for
and
keeps,
Fulton.
for
"habit"
picture
At
leg speech.
battery which fired the president's sa- men, are at a lower ebb than ever beerected In the past two days and the
fact that 20 per cent of the register- town of her else is supporting three
Bardwell.--everywhere he has been
lute of 21 guns.
The annual "coal famine" scare high wind at noon blew the wall
intheir
fore. If ever anyone of you feels a
-vowed
a
openly
ed Democrats
moving picture theaters admirably.
greeted by good size and enthusimaticS came late this season, 'raving just down.
.At 9 -o'clock the president came little downcast over the peculiar?).
tickRepublican
tention of %tieing the
lash
theater
The
opening
Bijou
of
the
crowd's and his rneeptlun In the,
In
Increase
ashore and Was greeted by Governor eloomy view of the present taken by
'been launched. The
et, while many more intimated as night drew crowds and both TennesFirst district indicates that he will;, prietes of coal, whi h 1de/eye come.
Deneen and reception committee.
Mother Dite, ,in Indiana.
some well-meaning pessimist of .tomuch
Gibraltar.
old
see and Cozy theaters were also well
poll a big vote in the with
Seated in a laudeau drawn by six day, you will find it a real comfort
Henry U. Wiletach, of Fourth and
the heavy 'during the early fall, went into effect
pleased
as a patronized. At first taking In these
taken
be
an
votes
past
If
He Is much
president
beautiful white horses the
!this we k, and talks of shortage in Adams streets, was called to Isaleayto read Martin Chussiewit, to see
Republican registration In Louisville!Isupply have already become common. ette, Ind., yesterday by the death of guide the majority for the Republican shows was thought to be a fad, which was driven up the magnificent drivewhat a well-meaning pessimist of the
registhe
Tuesday's
reports
it
of
became
but
the face
would wear off in time,
and delighted with the
way which had been built especially past thought of our people 65_years
'Pittsburg lump and nut advanced 2 his mother, Mrs. P. E. Wilstach, who ticket on
Pa6,000
not less than
a habit and now merchants, profes- for the occasion.
cal Republicans had to make for
per bushel and also Kentucky died of general debility. She was fel tration alone is
ago; and then think of the extraordisional men anti clerks drop in when
ducah, and he is sanguine of success. ecents
Over the Mate.
The low stage of water and. the years of age and had been declining
All along the route to St. Mary's nary achievement, the extraordinary
and
spare
to
a
few
have
minutes
they
Registration returns train all over
Big Crowd at Mayfield.
'congested condition of freight on the in health for s year.
park Where the president was to gain, morally no less than materially,
.7. i rallnaisde are given as causes In impthe state received at Republican head seem to enjoy the silent ?how*. The speak. thousands of people crowded of those 65 year". —Dickens can be
tas.ase
tost-. splendid and efirr
nrrenr
quarter% and party managers are ju- nickel is hardly missed, and a few and strained their necks In an effort
tic assembly of Graves county Mt- 4,ort of a predicted famins. The 1111.
Suicide at Undertakers.
bilant today. It is plainly evident pleasant moments have been spent. to get a glimpse of the nation's ruler
zens that ever turned out to greet al nais Central road has yet laid in no
(Continued on Page Three.)
Columbus, 0. Oct 'S --May Reed that the party has made unprecedentsupply
courtthe
supordinary
the
filled
over
coal
of
candidate,
political
Was reached without incipark
The
to
telephoned from the undertakers
ed gains and a victory in November
house at Mayfield yesterday after- ply always on hand, and the division
dent, the very best or order being
her home that she would never come freely predicted.
noon to listen to the doctrine of good in now in fairly good condition, offimaintained by the police.
carbolic
swallowed'
she
then
back
government In Kentucky as preach-lcIale alleging that the report of ine
Cause of Dicken's Wrath,
for
known
reatfon
No
Mr. ability of railroade to handle the coal acid and died.
ed by the Republican leader.
Mayor Parsons in introducing Gov•
Willson said after the meeting that it trallic being &bre". Coal is being suicide.
ernor Deneen, who In turn introduced
was one of the finest he has had dur-ibrought through Paducah at the rate
the president. said that when Cheri-Leave Dance for Fire.
ing his campaign of the state and:of half a dozen train, a day, and the
commit- Dickens made his trip through ti•
campaign
Republican
The
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 3.— Call of
he was prouder of It than any othe‘'suo,p14 of coal already on hand is
stoPped at an
tee is keen on the trail for would-be Mississippi valley he
gong proved too much for visiting
becauseof the great interest shown sunk nt to run for many weeks.
Inn in Paducah. The landlord elated
Theycertificates.
dance.
registration
of
a
at
were
purchasers
who
banner
firemen
by the citizens of one of the
over having such a distinguished
heard fire bells and leaving their
and will vigoreusiy prosecute every guest, proposed to Dickens to show
Democratic strongholds.
GRAVES COUNTY CASES
and helped put out the
When Mr. Willson rose to address
BEFORE APPELLATE COURT. partners ran
case that is developed. roday they him the town. To be addressed in
fire.
Hopkinsvil:e, Ky. . Oct. 3.—Post- secured evidence of one Democratic such familiar terms by an Inkeeper
his audience at Mayfield there were
master Breathitt. who, several days worker who went through the river enraged Dickens which later brought
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 3.—Graves
by actual count 265 men standing in
"Lutio.- Graham's ex, use for takago, refused to permit issues of the district yesterday afternoon offering forth his criticism of the entire val- ing charge of Schnedre precinct regthe aisles and windows In the court county casts In court of appeals were
Hopkinsville papers, containing a $2 for every certificate he could get ley.
room who were Unable to obtain seats decided as follows: Adair vs Adair,
'oration book Tuesday is too flimsy;
and many extra seats had been plac- and Chapman vs city of Mayfield, affour-page supplement. giving in its and will use it in prosecutieg the
The president's reference to the im- It will not hold water, and a baby can
entirety the speech delivered here by case. The committee has offered a proventent of the rivers and harbors see through it." declared W. A. Flowed In the auditorium. It was a much firmed; Kevell & Sons vs Wilford and
the Hon. A. 0. Stanley in defense of reward of $25 for all evidence of this brought forth tremendous applause. ers, one of the Republican clerks.
larger and more representative audi- Stuntson reversed.
the Planters' Protective association, nature that leads to conviction, and is During his spech he said he believed Continuing he stated:
ehce of the county than that which
the mails at the pound determined to block the Democrats'
greeted Governor Beckham and ConJohn Mitchell 111.
"If Mr. Graham wanted to place
Oct. 3.—Simon Peter to go through
that the coast line of the United
Omaha.
gressman James last week.
Indianepolls, Ind., Oct. 3.— John Roundtree. 106 years old, has been rates on the grounds that the supple- game.
around the book in hands of responsible perextend
should
States
conform to the postal
th 3 At- sons, persons who had a right legally.
to
In his tour of the First district the Mitchell, president of the United sued for divorce by his wife whom he ment did not
Pacifit
the
from
received official notlastoundine pardon record made by Mine Workers,. is on his way to his married ten years ago. She charges regulations, has
lantic by way of the Gulf of Meel- to care for the book, why did he not
the
that
Washington
Governor Beckham during his admin- home in Spring Valley, Ill., where he her husband left her a year after fleation from
co through the Mississippi to the come to me, or. to Henry Katterjohn
suppiement was near enough correct
istration. has beep Mr. Willson's es- will he operated on for appendicitis. their traerlase.
Great Lakes. To bring this about a with it. We both lived nearer than
to have been passed. The Kentucky
pecial target. He ha. shown by rec- Mitchell is seriously ill.
nine foot stage would be needed from Democratic headquarters where the
IndeHopi:Insigne
the
New Era and
ords taken from the books at FrankPittsburg to Cairo, and he would ad- book landed a few minutes after
money
enough
pendent had deposited
Hargis Must Pay.
defort, how the governor has pardoned
vocate the use of the government's seized? The book was properly
to pay for the issue of the pair at
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 3.— Judge
many murderers and those convicted
livered to the Ward grocery store
purpcise.
the
for
money
third-class rate of postage, and had
Paducah has been thronged with
of crimes against women solely for Hargis must pay Mrs. Marcum her
The president's speech is as fol- the afternoon before, and Ward opens
sent the aupp:ements out anyhow. visitors for two weeks, but the last
every morning at 5 o'clock, an hour
political advantage and personal gain $8,000 damages for dean) of J. B.
in part:
lows
reThe letter from the postal department delegations left today at noon. when
and some of Ilse old Democrats of Marcum, court of appeals today
of before the opening of booths. Dr. RipMen
You.
and
Illinois,
of
"Men
Instructs Postmaster Breathitt to re- the remaining Knights of Pythias delthis section have fairly gasped at the fusing a rehearing of the ease.
ley sleeps at his store and was up
Kentucky and Missouri:
Mr. James P. Smith, Republican fund to these papers the excess egates departed. There were about
glad to have the chance to early that morning. Anyway he could
am
"I
amount
the
above
and
over
and
fifty In the party leaving today,
nominee for mayor, returned home amount
any time despeak to you today. This is the heart have been awakened at
this morning from Rochester, Minn.. necessary to pay for the issue at the an extra coach had to beattached to
by
called the old west, sired, and the book delivered
be
may
what
of
and reports Mrs. Smith as having Unat pound rates.
the Loulhville train to accommodate which we now call the middle west, him."
stood the operation very well, and
them.
Criticism on the action of persons
ueing the term to denote that great
THE WEATHER.
Last week the horse show and races
convalescing rapidly. It will be some
powerful statewhIch who took charge of the book can be
and
rich
of
group
••••••••••••••
weeks yet. however, before she can be
attracted big crowds everyday; the literally terms the heart of the coun- heard from both Republicans and
brought home. Mr. Smith was very
in migration convention brought a try. It is a region whose people are Ddrnocrsts, and it has created much
well pleased with the heavy Republigroat number, and this week ,the distinctively American in all their disfavor for Democrats, even in their
can registration Tuesday, and says it
Knights of Pythias convention was at- thoughts, In all their ways of iteokeig own party. There is talk of taking the
is but an evidence of the tremendous
tended by probably 275 delegates. at life; and in its past and its present matter into the courts, any way it can
The Banquet.
Eighty-two representative business
assembled In interest the people are taking in the
1,ast night the Evansville delegates alike it is typical of our country. The be properly sired there, and it any
guests
o'clock
10
At
men of Evansville, Ind.. were elaboto the waterways convention were oldest men present can still remem- underhand work was done can be
the Palmer dining room. The long coming election.
rately entertained at The Palmer lines of tables were elaborately deco
guests of the local business men for ber the pioneer days, the days of the proven OT disproven.
three hours, so, in all, the city has white-tilted ox wagon, of the emigrant
house last evening by Paducah busi- rated and laden with every delicacy
as
held out many attractions and enter- and of the log cabin In which that
ness Men with a "stag" banquet. The of the season. Judge D. H. Hughes
REV. FIELDS
tained quite a few guests during the emigeint first lived when he settled
Evansville delegation was en route presided as toastmaster and among
two weeks.
to Cairo to meet President Roosevelt, visitors who responded to Waxes were
to his task ae a pioneer farmer. They Nominated for Lieut. Governor es
impression were rough days, days of hard work,
good
a
made
"Paducah
and on account of lateness of arrival Congressman-elect Cox, Ex-CongressIsrewhibition Ticket,
Horse
The Matinee association and
on all of its visitors." said a retail and the people who did that work
lime, no cleat of entertainment other man Posey. Congressman Foster, C. Show association directors are still
Rev. P. H. Fields, of Paducah, has
merchant today. "I had one caller seemed themselves uncouth and for- ben nominated 'for -lieutenant goverthan that arranged could be prepar- Ferguson and the mayor of Evansville engaged on their reports of last
last
night who said he came through bffiding to visitors who could not nor by the ProhibitIonlets in place of
Pad uca.hans responding to toasts
ed.
ready
not
is
say
it
week's meets, and
en Nolte to Paducah and look below the surface. It is curious the 'Rev. Is D. Hocken who is
Louisville
The steamer John S. Hopkins Was were Hon. Hal S. Corbett. Mr. Sol
for publication yet. The attendance
as
Was on Fourth avenue and the other and amusing to think that even
chartered by the Evansville delega- Dreyfus and President Ilprl Palmer at the horse show was a .surprise
retell streets of Louisville, and ad- genuine aloyer of his kind, a man
tion, and several days were consum- of the board of aldermen.
it
at
large
not
as
was
it
as
however,
1.ihrnry Board Meeting.
ed in piercing it in condition. A- start ! The banquet was finished shortly
mired the window decorations of the normally so free from national prejuPresident E W. flashy, of the
es- was a year ago. 'The attendance at
then *lose as Chitties Dickens, sheald_ha,Le
aonipared
he
front. Evansville was Made, yesterday After 12.ocock, and guests were
whoa
bat
the Meet was disafspointirig, tifte'entee
rirnefrie library board, has-called a
morning at 7 o'clock, the boat reach- corted to the boal.-nrned away
to the windows in Paducah he was selected the Ikion where we are now
the menegenp-nts say there will be a
special meeting of the board to trans.reached
was
wharf
the
makafter
forlorn
after
shortly
his
of
Pao'clock
that
'neat
9
the
at
ing Paducah
standing as
agreeably surprised Co find
both organisations. The%
for
deficit
net routine business. He was out of
levee.
and
boat
from
cheers
The
CatfeyvilIe,
amid
ing stops at fealontown,
ducah's were superior. 'Your, city "Eden" in ?Digit' Chuzzlewit.
are not diseonraged, however, and ere
the, city Tuesday night when the regnow
is
assailed
bitterly
said
be
st,
(loleonda, Mt. Vernon and Smithiand. nests were loud in praise and apprehe
too,'
country
of
the
prosperity,
air
has
Showers and (seder fottiatit
in favor of repeating5 the two events
been held.
Some /form of entertainment was pre- abort for the hospitality elkown
one of the most fertile and prodnc- ular meeting should have
In conclusion..
next year.
probably Friday,
them.
landing.
pared at each

Executive Will Advocate Expenditure
for Nine Foot Water Stage
from Pittsburg to Cairo.

Hon. James P. Smith Will Introduce
Leader of Kentucky Republicans
to Paducah Audience

C

w.

BOY SCULPTORS PRESENT.

•
4

•

HIGH PRICES
REVIVE COAL
FAMINE SCARE

PICTURE SHOW POPULAR.

ATTEMPT TO BUY
REGISTRATION RECEIPTS

•

STANLEY'S SPEECH "
CAN GO IN MAILS

HUSBAND AGED 106
SUED FOR DIVORCE

VISITING KNIGHTS
RETURN HOME TODAY

JOHN P. SMITH PLEASED
WITH REGISTRATION

In True Kentucky Style
Evansvillians are Entertained

RECEIPTS SHOW DEFICIT.

'

GRAHAM'S EXCUSE
IS TOO FLIMSY
SAYS FLOWERS

A Woman's Health
Rs a teri ge too sacred to be experimented with.

For her peculiar and
its only medicines of klisn9 composition and which con.
lain ii alcv
rcotics, or other harmful or habit-forsaing drugs
should
plo
The one medicine which fulfil1s,c411 these resuirevents is Dr_Si:rce's Favorite Prescription—a remedy with& rwEl1......
• .al
over fo ty z,ears of cures to recommend it; a remedy, the makers of
d i te al

HIGH SCHOOL
TEAM IS READY
FOR METROPOLIS

IJSTEN TO THIS ADVICE.
-a—
latounande Will Bele-tit if Statement
Made Is Only Partly Tree.

THEATRICAL NOTES

:oumai
*up fuit, A4i,
Afe. 4sitt'4,
ALA(' to

It may be that some persona will be
111"
inclined to doubt the statement made
by an eminent authority, at a recent
Dora Maiodruff and company in the
meeting, that with a mixture of dan- Government Spy, delighted a crowded
delion, kargon and sarsaparilla, he house at the Kentucky last night and
would give prompt relief to any suf- the growing populerity among theewhich 4-int its formula on everyLb)ttLe
.. j
.luw,/,...al...4.Aill.L4ULA.Lsulikl
ferer of rheumatism or the usual ten goers of the winsome little soumess and correctness under oath: a remedy devised and adapted to wom- Will Meet on Gridiron in Il- forma of backache, caused by inactive brette and her excellent company is
clogged kidneys, yet many cases of evidenced by the hearty reception
an's delica_te constitution by an educated ohy_sicitn—an experienced
linois City—Final Pratices long standing
—,
.
that had been entirely that is given the playefs as they
beecialist in woman's diseases; a remedy every inkredient of which 'Sas
and iiood Game ielteved were cited to prove the truth make their appearance each night
Satisfactor3
rec
,ivtd
Olt written endorsement of the most eminent !Nettles! %%titers
of his assertion. The same author- As Tatters Mies Woodruff was at her
,of all the several schools of ractice for the cu?e_ of militias peculiar,
Promised. ity further stated that many cases best last night and her Pinging and
which
to yield to the 'dancing called forth repeated enfailed
diseases: re.. • swim las more bona- 'de
s credit than any
healing waters, of the famous health cores. Bert Southern as Rastus,
....
the s_sold by druggists or woman's smial revirenivts. It is not
,uproar
resorts, or the usual remedies as pre- kept the audience in an'
away in the form of "trial bottles" to be experimented with, but. RHOADES %talon AN ADDRESS. scribed, salicylate of soda, pbtash, throughout-the performance, and his
is sold at a fair price by all dealers in medicines.
colchicum, etc.—were readily relieved acrobatic dancing is of the highest
by the use of this simple mixture— clams. In fact, the entire cast is one
Delicate,weak, nervous women should feeble woinei:i generally, Dr. Pierce's
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half of merit and the repertoire of *mienPaducah
the
is
in
for
readiness
All
especially shun the use of alcnbolic Favorite Prescription is the greatest
ounce; Compound Kargon. one dunce; did plays are rendered in a manner
medicines which, from their an:twist- earthly boon, being unequaled as an High school football :squad's initial Compound
Syrup Sarsaparilla, three that would do credit' to the high
school
High
Metropolis
game
with
Ong and exhilerating effects may seem, appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
Metropolis, and a ounces. Take p teasnoonful dose af- priced attractions.
Saturday
team
at
As a soothing and strengthening nerdor a thue, to do geed, but which from
The company gave a bargain matibetter conditioned class of gridiron ter meals and at bedtime.
rthe inevitable effect's of the alcohol in vine "Favorite Prescription" is unA weii-known druggist , when ap- nee yesterday afternoon that was
heroes for the length of training they
_ tehrinking up the red corpuscles of the equaled and is invaluable in allaying have
had, min be found nowhere, proached upon the subject, stated that largely patronized by the women and
10.0
tblood are sure to do great and lasting and subduing nervous excitability, irWhile the milted will show up light while this prescription, as written, is children. The company will appear
long
run. Besides they ritability, nervous exhaustion, nervous It
sharm in the
will excell the ordinary team in new, the ingredients are continually each night throughout tha remainder
.tepte4ht
rabs
beget a craving for stimulante which is prostration, neuralgia, hysteria,'puma, codes, quickness, team work and prescribed by the best physicians, and of the week giving another matinee
C01.47:44 /0
kr
01.7.y. tar
SeVitus's dance, and other distressing, "rooting," and the team that beats any good prescription pharmacy has .Saturday evening
most deplorable.
An elegant WilOnly invigorating and nerve strength- nervous symptems commonly attendant It will say at the conclusion of the them; they are inexpensive and harm mer set will be given away Saturday
ening effects can follow the use of this upon functional and organic disease of gamen.hat it bad a battle.
less to use, and are mixed by shaking night to the bolder of the lucky number.
famous medicine for women. It can the uterus. It induces refreshing sleep
This afternoon and tomorrow after- well in a bottle.
If the &time made for this mixnot possibly do harm in any state or and relieves mental anxiety and des- noon final practice will be held. FriMRS. WALLACE DEAD.
condition of the system. It has been pondency.
day afternoon at the close of training ture, are only partly l'OrreCt, it would
No aoman suffering from any of the a selection of the eleven men who will ht Pill that no sufferer heie could afcarefully 'adapted to woman's needs by
an experienced physician—a specialist above symptenis can afford to accept battle for the High school colors, will ford to leave the prescription untried. Wife of the Late General Lew Wallace Passes Away.
in their diseases. It makes weak won- any secret nostrum or medicine of un- be made. There are about 20 working
for a place on the team, and all
known composition, as a substitute for
en strong and sick women well.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 3.— Mrs.
If a oman has bearing down, or a medicine like Dr. Pierce's Favorite are in good condition. Enough subSusan E. Wallace, widow of the at
dragging pains, low down in the able Prescription, whichnis OF KNOWN cog. stitutes will be taken down to replace
General Lew Wallace, author of "Ben
men, or pelvis, backache, frequent mentor' and hasa record of over forty the entire team, this for emergenHur," died at Crawfordsville last
headaches, dizzy or fainting spells, is I years of cures and sells more largely cies.
Sight. She was born in CrawfordsAmerican League Standing,
Gridiron Dates.
nervous and easily startled, has gnaw- to-day than ever before. Its waken'
P. W. L. Pet. ville in 1829. Mrs. Wallace has been
Following
ardefinite
are
dates
.
ing feeling in stomach, sees imaginary withhold no secrets from their patienes,
Detroit,
..146 90 56 616 in falling health for some months
floating specks), or spots before her believing open publicity to be the very ranged by the Paducah High school Philadelphia . .139 '84 55 604
football manager, Principal W. IL
eyes, has melancholia, or "blues," or a best guaranty of merit.
It's hard to fatten a purse on a
Chicago .......148 86 62 581
Sugg:
'weakening disagreeable drain from pen
Dr. Pierce invites an suffering women
....148 83 65 561 slender income.
Paducah High school against Me- Cleveland
'tic organs, she can make no mistake to consult him by letter free of charge.
146 68 78 466,,
tropolis High sellout, at Metropolis, New York
by resetting to the use of Dr. Pierce's All letters of consultation are held as October
.148 67 81 453
St. Louis
TliE DIXTOID4 At;ItEE.
5.
,Pavorite Prescription. It will Mvigor- trtrictly private and sacredly confidenBoston
148, 58 90 39s
Paducah High school against The
Washington ..
146 48 98 329 Two Physicians Both Agree on the
sae and tone up the whole system and nal and all answers are returned in Culleys, at Paducah. October
12.
*specially the pelvic organs.
plain, sealed envelopes. Address: Dr.
New Scientific Dandruff Treatment.
Paducah High school against MeDr. J. M. Poviell. of Spokane.
: Dr. Pierce's Favorite Perecription is R. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel and Sur- tropolic High school, at Paducah OcYESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
Wash., says: "Herpiclde has given
?a scientific medicine, carefully devised gical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
At New York-tober 26.
good satisfaction in my family for
:by an experienced and skillful physiDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure conR H
Paducah High school against Hopcian, and adapted to woman's delicate stipation. Constipation is the cause of .kinsville High school, at Hopkins- ,New York
4 9 0 dandruffnnn„ Dr. W. 0.-Alban, of Wale, Walla.
Chicago
3 9 1
.system. It is made of native American many diseases. C'ure the cause and ville, November" 19.
Batteries— Castleton, Doyle and Wash., says: "I find lierpicide all
medicinal roots and is perfecey harm- you cure the disease. One "Pellet" is a
Paducah High school against Hopgentle laxative, and two a mild catharthat is claimed for it as a dandruff
Kleinow; White and Hart.
less in its effects in any condition of the tic. Druggists sell them, and
nothing kinsville High school at Paducah,
cure. I shall prescribe it" Dandruff
innate system.
is"just as good." They are the oreanal November 2.
is a germ disease and you can't cure
At BostonNoted ledneator Speak*.
i. As a powerful invigorating temie,"Fa- Little Liver Pale firet put up by old
it unless you kin the dandruff germ;
R
This
morning Prof. McHenry
"erne Prescription" imparts strength to Dr. Pierce over 40 years ago. Much
imitated. but never equaled. They
Boston
2 9 1 and you can't do that unless you use
the whole system and to the organs tiny eigsecnated granules — easy are Rhoads, superintendent of 'schools at
4Itt1
to
4 10 3 Newbro's Herpicide, the only preparaOwensboro, who was hero to attend St. lAnde
distinctly feminine in particular. For take a, candy.
'
13atter1ee—Yeeng
Petty
Shaw;
and
tion
in
the
world
the
that
destroys
the
Knights of Pythias grand lodge
Dr.Pierce's great thonsand-page ilins.01-er-worked, "worn-out," run-down,"
and Spencer.
parasites. A delightful hair dressing;
semnm
t ofn
m '
anlci.erflovis;/ meeting, addressed the High School
debilitated teachers, milliners, dress- twriiiltiedbeCo
allays itching instantly; makes hair
in
the
auditorium.
His
address
bore
seamstresses, "shop.
one-cent stamps,,o1)
r cti,).iii•beund for 31
glossy and soft as silk. It is a sure
At Washington—
Lease-keepers, nursing mothers, and I stamps. Addesss Dr. Pierce as above. on school work, was interesting and
H I dandruff destroyed. Sold by leading
greatly appreciated.
Washington ...
5 2 5 druggists. Two sizes, 50c and $1.00.
Decrease in High School.
Detroit
16 6 Send 10c. in stamps for sample to
9
Tomorrow
will
conclude
the
first
SAIS PROHIBITIONISTS DRINK. the temptation removed.
Batteries— C. Smith, Falkenberg, The If, r1)1,
, Detre)! , Mich. le
"The inconsistent fellow is the month in city schools, and while the
Patten. Oberlin, and Warner and B. '
eclat Agent.
enrollment
will
show
an
increase
in
judge, perhaps an elder in a chureh
Candidate Tfolde Party Is Not a
Block; Killian, Mullin and Schmidt.
white
schools,
will
mark
a
decrease
who grants licenses, and the Sunday
Abstinence Society,
school superintendent who votes for In the white High school. The cause
Second game —
a license party. To be consistent they of this decrease is attributed to puR H
Pittsburg, Oct. 3.—M. H. Stevens,
pils
quitting
school
after
leaving
the
should go at least once a week to the
Washington
2 7 5
Of this city, candidate for state treesdepartments,
also
aft(
r
passing
saloon they vote for and get drunk."
10 17 2
•rer on the Prohibition ticket, in an
through the eleventh grade. The fact Detroit
Batteries—Oherlin,Smith and Waraddress' at West Bridgewater said:
that last year toles away one large
Continues Way to Germany.
class, the graduating class which had ner; Mullin and'Schmidt.
"I was surprised the other day,
Frames Droneuburger, a 15-year- been an addition because of the lack
%hen a man twitted me because he
NatiOnal lave Standiug.
heard of a prohibitionist who got old boy, who while stealing a ride on lug on of one more grade, is also a
A. J. Spencer
P. W. L. Pct.
drunk occasionally. The Prohibition the Illinois Central. got his heels in factor in the decrease.
Submits
•
During the year 1906 the first Chicago .......147 105 42 714
party is not a church. no,a total abbumpers and badly mashed, was dis- school
699
59
Pittsburg
88
147
month showed a total of 123
etirrenoe society, but a political party
The Delightful Comedy Drama
150 82 68 547
Ifany fall to note this dietinel4on. We charged from Riverside hospital yes- girle.and 47 boys in the High school, New York
With Music
Philadelphia
552
143 79 64
have hundreds of drunkards in the terday and started for New York. Ile a grand total of 170 pupils. This
145 65 80 448
year girls number 110 and boys 4a, Brooklyn ..
United States and would like to Heft is en route to Germany.
147 GJ 84 429
a grand total of 155, a decrease of Cincinnati ..
145 55 90 379
Only One "BROM° QUININE." that is
fifteen. Fully sixty pupils will grad- Boston
148 49 79 331
But if you are wise to your own busiuate from the departments at the St. Louis
Laxative Bromo Quinine
on every
close of the first term, which will
interests you will trade with D.L.
ness
a'anen&Pbox. 25c
Cures a Cold in One Dee7Grin in 2 Days
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
swell the enrollment far above that of
At Chicago—
Wilson when you need Pens, Inks,
last year.
R Fl
While confusion characterized the
SOMETHING TO ADMIRE.
Typewriter Papers or any other
Pencils
13 18 2
first three weeks of school because Chicago
Is the exeuis:te finish and beauty of of resignations, illness and conges- New York.....
11 6
Book Stare Stuff. Ile cuts_ the price on
Batteries— Brown, Dunbin and
the earments that leave this estab- tion, the last week will show a rethe
very best goods.
under
Something
the sun.
new
Kling; Taylor and Curtis.
lishment. Made upon correct lines, markable steadiness of work.
according to the latest dictates of
With a magnificent production of
At Pittsburg—
fashion and in fabric-quality the
Notice.
scenery, costumes and effects.
R
peer of any made-to-measure garThe annual meeting of the stockPittsburg ......
3 0
ments, our prices provide the opporholele
.
rs of the Langstaff-Orme Manu4 6 0
Philadelphia
tunity to dress well at lowest possiIncluding the clever
facturing company will be held at
Batteries— Camnitz and Gibson'
ble coat. Give me a can.
Comedienne,
their office in Piducah. Ky., on the McQuilTen and Dooin.
NR11111111111111111111111•1111111111111111111111111111OP
H. M. DALTON. Tailor.
9th day of October, 1907.
At Philadelphia—
H. W. RANKIN. Sec'y and Treas.
403 Hroadeay, with Warren. the
EKE
3 11 1
Philadelphia
Jeweler.
TO MAKE DOUBLY SORE.
Prices 25c, 85c, 5Dc and Vic.
4 7 1
Cleveland
Powers:
Batteriee—
and
Plank
Harrison Comity Fanner Took CarSanitary Plumber
Thielman and Bernie.
belie Acid and Hanged Himself.
Cynthiana, Ky., Oct. 3.—Joe Raus• BASEBALL MAGNATES.
Ion, a prominent farmer of Connersvine, committed suicide by taking
Attracted by Splendid Showing of ONE SOLID WEEK
carbolic acid and hanging himself in
Murray's Independent Team.
a barn near his home. He was not in
Commencing
Third St.
Paducah, Ky.
The remarkable record of the Indebt, leaves a wife and three children,
dependent baseball team of the little
and was a deacon in the Presbyterian
city of Murray ha's attracted the atchurch. Left note dispositng of retention of the publishers of the
Both Phones 201
mains, but no reason is asigned why
132 S. Fourth St.
Spaulding baseball guide and a rehe suicided.
325
Kentucky
Avenue.
quest has been made for a picture of
Look Who's Coming
the team to be used in the 1908 issue
111;113 Reward.
of the guide. The team which is cornThe city Republican Campaign
posed entire,ly of Murray youths, won
committee will pay $25 for any evi25 out of 3,0 games played the past
And the Famous
dense leading to the prosecution and
season and each indIvid sal membes
conviction of any or guilty of buyOf the team has a high batting anti
ing or disposing of registration cerfielding average. The team disbandtificates.
INSURANCE AGENTS
ed last week returning to college. Da. F. C. HOOVI)R, Secretary.
vis and Hay, the crack battery of the
team, will attend South Kentucky
The Inveninat Sate—inc. a week.
college at Hopkinsville and will pia)
with that team during the early part
of next season. They will also be with
the football team. Ma H. Williams
Fire,
Steam Boller,
to whose management the success of
1 For beautifying your yards and
Life,
8 Big Specialties
Bonds,
the team is largely due, has accepted
estimates on Hower beds we
Accident,
Plate Glass,
a position as eltipping clerk with R
will call and see you. Phone
Health,
L. Peacher & Co. He will play with
Cargo,
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
Liability,
and most complete stock of
Paducah next year 'should the plane
Hull,
•
flowers and plants in the city.
Automobile,
to reorganize the K. I. T. league bit
TONIGHT.
Special Train Leaves Paducah Daily
Elevator.
Fres doliv4PPy to
successful.
"The Government Spyni
part of the:city.
Returning, Leaves Mayfield at 6 -p. m.
Office Phone? New 369
Old 7241 •
Mon
Residence Phones New
369
726
—flemeose own..—but has no me
d" nigh"
SCHMAUS BROS.
accompanied
by
a
FARE $t FOR ROUND TRIfg
for.--a piece of machinery that would person
'
Gunikilbell Building,
holling a paid 30c ticket.
/Antis Phonon I921.*
Paducah,Ky.
he n money-maker for you. .Ind a
Limited First 300 Semis
1111111111111/111.1111111In mint ad. e ill find this "se notate."
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04_ eovelz,:Iletha/Js you 0-ou(d (ike to have
a home) and not oney (ciove her
Sat,Beeonte a hontetfove!
don't think that it ode take a
-nt6oantai-n o goed toifAnisW
honte. II that is the only thing
that stands in youk fttay) you and
that Best g14e just get together, and
i..,91‘31,e out 4it1lat you -need.
a eatee ea44 and a take a week
stala you in.
and (et us say that she 44,-de gee(
Sean if you kee# ha in the sly(e
Jhe i4f-as used to.
yea44 hay.,

BASEBALL NEWS
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CheKentucky

Monday, Oct. 7

Anita, the
Singing Girl

d g,,e5

25 IN THE CAST

It's a Big Head
That Knows it All

D.E. WILSON

THE BOOK AND
MUSIC MAN

[VA WESTCOTT

ED. D. HANNAN

On Kentucky

GUY
NANCE
&
SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

Steam Heating Expert

211-213 S.

R.epair Work Solicited.

Monday, Sept. 30

Mayfield's

MISS DORA WOODRUFF

fiREAT FAIR AND RACES
October Is! to 5th Inclusive

A great program has been arranged for
every day—harness and running races.

At 730,

by

-•

F-LOWERS

Dora Woodruff
Stock Co. ABRAM L. WELL & CO.

25 --

FOLKS

25
8
Superb Band and OrcheMra.

any

LADIES' FREE

•

rHE PADUCAH

THIlISDAY, OCTOBER II.

DEATH OF BROTHER
RECALLS CAPTAIN

Children thrive
on Scott*.r
Eirtutsiond It
is concentrated
nourishtnent in
easily digested
form. Their health
improves after
taking it a short
time. It is the
greatest childfood in the
world.

Sad News For Commander of
• The Hopkins.
Was on Way to Memphis With Hutt .
Carrying Evansville Business
Men to Convent

MANI RELATIVES '
AIRE

PAGE TIMM

EVENINO SIMT.

TO PROSECUTE
HARVESTER TRUST
•
•
Towasend

Hurries to Washington With Evidence

ttorney (Ieneriti Ilutiaperte IN-tides
Itegardless of
to
Smith's Report.
4
9
WHISKEY TRUST (AMES

NEXT.

iitett-er•-•

•Oct. 3.— Speedy o-ALL DRUGGISTS.
John Gilbert, 54 yea; sld,
ss
Washington,
Golconda, Ill., Wedneslity afternonsl
eeutien gf the International Harvest, r
suddenly of a compittation -Of dis,
Trust, in which Chicago people bolo
es after a six months' illness.
over $100,000,000 of its $120,000,death came suddenly, and was caused
000 capitalization was assured today
more directly by heart disease, of
when Attorney General Bonaparte
which he had Buie:ea for a ears.
telegraphed to Assistant Attorney
News of his death reached Paducah
General B. D. Townsend at Portland,
last night when the steamer John S.
Ore., to come to the capital at once.
Hopkins reached Paducah. In comMr. Townsend has been in charge
mand of the boat was Captain Harts ONCE ARRESTED STEV1 ADANIs
of the task of getting evidence
Gilbert, of Evaneville, a brother of
FOR MURDER.
summer. Siuce that time he has traythe deceased, who was apprised of hie
summer. Cince that time he has travbrother's suddeu death alien the boat
eled over the country in search of
landed with 82 Evansville business
new facts. Even during the vacation
men en route to Memphis, aboprd. Had Keen Doing Detectite Work and
of Attorney General Bonaparte he reCaptain Gilbert was unable to leave
Expected Attempt On His
ceived reports from his assistant uphis boat and came on to Paducah,
Life.
on the progress of the work.
where a substitute captain was securThe department of justice has ined, Captain Gilbert turning back this
dicated that it would rather go after
morning.
Baker City, Ore., Oct. 3.—Sheriff the Harvester Trust at once. In a
The deceased was born and rallied
long conference held this afternoon
in Pope county, and in his early life Harvey K. Brown, who Tuesday might
the attorney general went over the
went into the river businese, manag- was made the victim of a bomb outground with his assistants
ing the Golconda wharfboat. He ac- rage very similar to that which killed
The delay in starting the prosecucumulated wealth rapidly and 26 former Governor Steunenberg. of
years s,go‘ married Miss Motile Kidd, Idaho,, died at 3:10 o'clock next af- tion is alleged to have been due to
the failure of the department of comof this city. His wife died 16 years ternoon.
Brown is the man
who arrested merce and labor to comply with the
later and after a year he married
Miss Lucy Moore. of Golconda, but Steve Adams on a charge of murder- request made more than a year ago
leaves no children by the second mar- ing a claim jumper in Idaho, and fotb for a report upon the Harvester' peeriage. After leaving the river service the last six months had been engaged plei Up to noon today this report had
he went into the mercantile business, in detective work for the state of not been received. James A. Garfield
and later assumed control of the Idaho. He was a witness against was commissioner of corporations
Pope county bank after his father' Steve Adams when the letter was when the report was requested and
death. He served one term as mayor tried at Wallace, the jury disagreeing Herbert Knox Smith, another of the
of Golconda and was always promi• Brown expressed fear of testifying,ae president's tennis cabinet, succeeded
nently connected with all church and he said he knew he never would es- him.
.ape alive if he did.
temperance moves.
Weary of waiting for thfii depart•
Brown had been very gloomy and mental report, it is now stated that
The deceasea leaves a wife and
three children. They are Raymond downcast for several days past, and the department of justice Is determin,
Gilbert, Ethel Gilbert and John Gil- when asked colncerning his troubles ed to proceed upon Ilk. Townsend'
report, whether or not the bureau of
bert. The two former often visited in by friends, he replied:
"I am a doomed man These people corporations makes its long-delayed
Paducah,'and are well known here.
statement.
Ills brothers and sisters are Messrs. :n Idaho will get me yet."
Before he becanie unconscious last
Will and Harry Gilbert, Evansville:
It was stated upon attlhority today
Mrs. Fannie Fields and Miss Minnie night be said:
that the prosecution (amid not com"They have laid for mc anegot me mence until Mr. Townsend reached
Gilbert, of Golconda. He leaves the
following brother and sister-In-laws, at last."
Washington. Under the Sherman law
Brown had just returned from a all prosecutions must be brought by
relatives of his first wife: Mrs. J. R.
Puryear, Mrs. Frank Dunn and Mrs. trip out of town to some mining prop- the distriet attorneys "ender the di•
A. D. Rolliton. city; Mrs. Will R. erty. He was found lying on the stie- rection of the attorney general of tbe
Purcell, St. Louis, and Mr. W. C walk several feet from the gate, end United States." It will, therefore; be
large posts were found blown to necessary for Mr. Townsend/to hold a
Kidd, deputy circuit clerk, city.
No funeral arrangements have been pieces and the fence shattered for conference with the attorney general
none distance. The perpetrators left before Mr. Sims can proceed at Chtannounced.
no trace of their deed, except a wire, cago. "tinder the direction of the atwhich extended about 25 feet north torney general."
Merit is not recognized as quickly
along the fence and then went west
Mr. Townsend, it Is stated, had
as influence, but it holds what it gets
about 30 feet to the middle of the visited nearly all of the places where
longer.
road.
the trust does business upon a restrictive
basis.
His presence at
Umbrellatt are like men; usually ,Free advice you get Is seldom Washington Is demanded not so much
is s poOrei,1 go' 1,,ft
worth that much.
for the purpose of adding to the r"ports he has made, but to explain portions of them.
It is impossible,simply impossible, for any
The attorney general himself hue
one to enioy the best of health if the bowels
assumed charge of the Harvester matare constipated. Undigested material,waste
ter.
products, poisonous substances, must be
It was stated here today that among
daily
removed
from
the
body
or
there
will
Ask your doctor If he klows a better
the- trust matters taken up by the atbe
trouble,
and
often
serious
trouble,
too.
pill for a sluggish liver than Ayer's
torney general Is a prospective proseAyer's Pills aid nature,that is alisfsaettseiSTS,s,
Alt. Then fallow his adO.CC.
cntIon of the whiskey trust.
AMIles

SHERIFF•BLOWN UP

st%

II

iver Pills

Physicians agree that Belvedere Beer
is a most healthful, nourish* and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.
,"..,
. '
The BeRiedere Making Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in predigested form.
,
,
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic ,
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

Paducah Brewery Co.
,

it's the best constructed, the best designed, the best cooker and baker, the
best saver of fuel--in short the best stove in allIthis wide world. - - we are so
Sure of this that we are willing to send one to you for a thorough and free
test.

let us tell you all about this offer today.

—this is the famous Buck's white enameled, venti=fresh heated
lated—absolutely sanitary—oven.
oxygen is drawn into contact with the baking food
through these air ducts and the "dead" fumes are
drawn up the chimney---thus insuring wholesome food.
—little at a time, as your means permits, pays for anything and every
thing for the home.

.

1

-this mechanical and
artistic triumph sent
on. sa.pproval

Phone 408.
.

—this drop draft --with extra long fingered grate admits air the entire length of the firebox—and under
the burning fuel---thus giving a forced draft and
making a quick fire---giving cotnplete combustion and
heating the entire stove top.

1691

week pays for any Buck's
_
stove sent to your home on
free test approval.

S1 00

e;y reason all) at StilOii:d tight what- Among 2.tm: own neiglibo;,, ,itiot,4 private man, on the part of a writer
ever is evil in the present. But there your friends, what is the attitude you or of a speaker, an individual or a
Is also every reason why we should like to see a ilium take toward his fel- group of individuals, than a course of
feel a sturdy and confident hope for lows, the attitude you wish each of conduct which is insulting or burtfuls
the future. There are many wroags your sons to take when he goes out whether in speech or act, to individto right: them are many and power- into the world? Is St not a combina- uals of another nation or to the rep(Continued from First page.)
ful wrongdoers against whom to-war; tion of readiness and ability to hold resentatives of another nation or to
tries to wrong hint, another nation itself. But the policy
and it would be base to shrink from his own if an
to wage it with while at the same time showing care- becomes Infamous from the standfail
contest,
or
to
the
Elijah
profit;
read by us now with
a high, a resolute will. But I am sure ful regard not only for the rights but point of the iitterests of the United
Pogram, Hannibal Litollop, Jefferson
that
we shall win in the contest, be- for the feelings of others? Of course States when it is combined with the
Brick and &adder have their reprecause
I know that the heart of our it is! Of course the type of man
sentatives today. Plenty of them; and
(Continued on Page Six.)
we are
people
is sound. Our average men and whom we respect, whom
do
is
to
recto
the wise thing for us
men and women -- proud of if he is a kinsman, whom we
good
women
are
ognize that these are still types of
—Von may secure pretty birds and
and this is true in all sections of our are glad to have as a friend and
evil in politics, journalism, business,
country and among all classes of our neighbor, is the man who is no milk- nti111181S—ihrongli want ad vcrt isIng,.
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for works of reform and of mercy.
He stands there in that Immo pool of
crime end degeneracy, the catch baein orall that is foul and vile In the
efe of the community, reprelentiug
'he social order, exercising discretion. tact and tirmnese, striking out
of the social life that which to most
undesirable, waging a vigorous fight
against the accumulation of dangerous elements, snatching from the dotsem and jetsam, that which is not yet
beyond redemption, ever recognizing
his two-fold duty towards his public
and towards the humanity before
him.
It is a grave duty, a graver one
than most people recognize. It is a
position that calls for conscientious
devotion, sincerity and capacity.
Recognizing the demands the office makes on its incumbent, The
Sun takes pleasure in calling the attention of the voters of Paducah to
the marked qualifications of Mr. Arthur le Martin, a young attorney.
who has already made a place for
himself at the local bar. We bespeak
nothing more for him than a careful
investigation by the voters.
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SENATOR BORAH
TRIAL AT ONCE
IS NOT GUILTY OF
SAYS POWERS
LAND FRAUDS
Jury Returns Verdict of Ac- Mrs. lientry is a Well I'onnectquittal on First Ballot-Re- ed Woman of Lexington and
markable Demonstration of Will l)emand an Immediate
Trial of(Urges Against Her
Public Approval
THE FIRE

DEPARTMENT JOINS SAYS SHE ACT/ED AS MESSENGER
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At Your SerVice
Fall's around again. Comes around
about this time every Year.
Been through your ward robe yet? If
anything is wanting we are at your service. Best of men's wearables come- from ,
here. Guess you know that.
Most men do.
Top Coat?, $15 up.
Overcoat? -$10 up.
Suit? $10up.
Trousers? $2.50 up.

Boise. Oct. 3.- United States Senjail,
il,
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Goebel on Henry Youtsey.
Personally appeared before me. this (mark the date) and every Reel, *
BUY AUSTRIAN TITLE Senator
Thre is just enough truth in the,
October 1. 1907, R. le MacMillen, can should conetitute himself a comstory to give it a semblance of being
business manager of The Sun, who mittee to get out the voters.
true, butt most of It is false."
affirms that the above statement of
Cal. b Powers has today telegraphthe circulation of The Sun for the
Gladys
3.--Mise
HAGER.
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MR.
THIS WON'T DO,
New York,
month of September. 1907. is true to
For the first time since The Her- Moore Vanderbilt, the richest heiress ed to Commonwealt'h's Attorney R. II,
the best of his knowledge and belief. aid gave to the voters a full and au- rh America. worth $12.500.000 in Franklin demanding an immediate
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
thoritative statement of Semonin's ht•r own right, is to be the next trial on the (-barges aghinst him.
My commission expires January 22. eating. with the state auditor's de- American girl to wed a title.
The
.iding who e he isas protiabi fataily
lett itlee •11•80-1. 111,E.
1908.
partment, Mr. Hager has attempted announcement of her engagement to DEMPSEY IS NOMINATED AGAIN. WIFE HAS DISGRACED
The warrant charges the
'injured.
a reply and explanation. Of all the an ANistrjau nobleman will, it is said,
.• HUSBAND'S HONOR tem-rani (barging Owner of Horst turfman with violation of the state
many lame statements that have is- be made this week at the Breakers in Cincinnati Mayor Named by DemoDaily Thought,
With Law-Breaking.
crate to Succeed Himself.
Ilaw prohibiting child laboe Andress Le
"There is an expansive force in sued from that gentleman in his ef- Newport, and the probability is that
beauty which broadens and enriches forts to &fend a lost cause this 1st- the announcement will be made at or
. said to be only 14 years of age, and
•
Cincinuati, Oct. 3.--Mayor Edward
eat is the most decrepit,
after a dinner given in honor of the
life."
Cincinnati, Oct. 3.---The county at- was burt in the first race at Latonia
in
enacted
A droll comedy was
In the first place, Mr. Hager, with young man, who is expected to be a L. Dempsey was renominated by the
-torney of Kenton county, Kentucky. last Monday. It was thought he was
a lack of manliness that throws a guest at the Breakers before the end Democratic city convention today. Chief of Police James Coliins• office n which Latonia Is located, today ;fatally Injured at the time, but this
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
yesterday afternoon. Patrolman Sh- took
For vice mayor Frank Pfliff.
decrediteble sidelight on his charac- of the week.
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pair was the purpose of their appearFor Auditor-Frank P. James, of hack of checks practiced with the reg- and mentioned the fact of the en- among those names as candidates for
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Mercer county,
"Yas, we is married," declared the
cepting Hager's version. would in it- name of the nobleman.
king and Treasurer Jacoh Weller were
For Treasurer-Capt Edwin Flu"and she done let' home an'
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self be a proof that something wet,
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It is said that while traveling
. of McCracken county.
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And
"The woman 'jays she is net maratruction-J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd ogy for his failure to act! If so, he first sight. He is said to he the exat Keokuk Celebratem.
rad to him, and that's what I want
has given exchelent reason for reject- ception to the rule that has marked
county.
you to decide." declared Patiolman
ing him as a candidate for higher of- the marriage of twat girls of wealth
For Commissioner of Agriculture
Keokuk. Oct. 3.-Governor John- Cross. "This man has been running
in this country to men of title, inasRankin. of Henry county.
one ot after police on several beats to look
In the second place, he pleads that much as he has money, that his es- eon, of Minnesota. who wits
reception this woman up. If they are not marFor Clerk of Court of Appeals
selirk In the office may have been fates are not mortgaged, and in addi-; thee participating in the
to President Roosevelt. was taken in tied. I want warrants, and if they are,
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
fin n lion
tvrdy to the extent of a day or he is a handsome, athletic chap
to Weil want something done to settle their
For Legtslature-e-George 0. Mc- recording the cheeks. But this (foes and an officer of one of the crack here Tuesday and removed
home in St. Pau:. Governor Johnson differences. They have been botherGo to
not explain a month's delay, and even Ateetrian regiments.
Broom.
expected to go with the party of gov- lug me for some time."
dilJames P. Smith longer in some eases. A clerk
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ernors from 11 states to Eit. Louis.
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The man that keeps up with the fashion.
stoney- back piss everywnere. Price 50 cents.
where be will hunt big game, accom- show fer hit."
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City Jailer
In the third place, he falls to make
113 S. Third St.
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ease you are unfit to be entrust
?lie new quits for Fall and i
"Mixed schools, these are the sith the governorship of this state.Covington. Ky., Oct. 3.--A warrant was sworn out today for the arthings. Mr. Willson, Mr, Smith. et al. Louisville Herald.
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Trouble, a race horse at the Latonia
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Someone to hurt out that enormity.
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Imitation of Kentucky prohibits such .origin destroyed the plant of the
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NOBBY
SUITS

FINt MADE
GARMENTS

SOLOMON,

1

Its

The Prettiest Shoes in Paducan

1

Reasons

Such is the.comment made by
thousands of Paducah women
who have admired our showing
of new Fall Shoes. We believe in our own shoes; and
this same confidence we reflect to our patrons. _There is
every reason for our increasing
business. We have the best at

$3.00,$3.50 and.$4.00
The strongest lines ever shown
here or anywhere else.

Lendler & Lydon
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•
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people With Eczema, leo., Make at Columbus, Miss., to• the Past
Grievous Error by 'risking Ntedi- iyear, in charge of the leading paper'
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For this season we
have bolight a special
line of suits for men
who are constructed
on a big liberal plan.

Ludlotes

We are after the
biggest trade in town.
This week a special
lot of garments-for
large men.
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hardworking, ahall
ludierousle small relatively to the selves honest and
d. Thu in
wealth add population of this mighty be %crapulously safeguarde
modern
nation, should itself be trained to the struments for the exercise of
eorpohighest point and should be valued Industrial power are the great
by
created
though
the
by
which,
demanded
and respected as is
ratifIns
•
•
grown far
worth of the officers and enlisted the individual states, have
No skin disease can exist without an und ying cause, and in meet men, yet it is not necessary that this beyond the control of those states
(Continued from Page Three.)
or an excess of fiery
throughlnstances.tbat cause is either a humor in the b
army should be large as compared to and transact their business
These
humors and acids ket into the blood, generunion.
in
These
this
acids
fluid.
vital
"or!
the
of
sections
But
natlons.
great
those
measures
the armies of other
out large
refusal to take
erdally because of an inactive and sluggish condition hf those members whose as regards the navy all this is differ- corporations, like the industrial conPreParation iihich can allele mx•
it is to collect and carry off the waste and relive of the body. This
them into
us from aggression on the part of, duty
We have an enormous coast ditions which have called
ent.
unhealthy matter is left in the system to sour and ferment, and soon the
when the constitwo
exist
on
not
Is
did
line
coast
others. The policy of ..peited with ie.'
being,
our
and
wise
poi:cy Ntiwn l circulation becomes charged wIth the acid poison. The blood, in its effort line,
great oceues. To repel hostile attacks tution was founded; but the
salt" ia the very worst
to rid itself of this foreign matter, begins to throw off the humors and acids
provided,
founders
navy,
the
of
the
forethought
Which it is possible to enibarh.whetb-I through the pores and glands of the skin. These coming in contact with the fortifications, and not
clause
.
vr for a nation or an individual.
must be used; but the best way to under the interstate commerce
the delicate tissues and fibers with which the skin is so alsendantly supplied
„
insoh,nt
Phones 78'7
ever be of the constitution, for the very emercan
fight
oe rich, unarmed, and yet
hit—no
parry
is
to
1312424 N. Fourth St.
produces irritation and inflammation on the surface,'ind Eczema, Acne,
our
and aggressive, Is to twirl rrell-nigh etter, Psoriasis, Salt Rheum, or some other troublesome and disfiguring won except by hitting—and we can gency which has arisen, if ottly
Assausemiewerssowesesre
cert tin disaster. The only safe and skin disease is the result. External applications, wh?le they soothe the only hit by means of the navy. It is people as a whole will realize what
peoele
the
if
even
for
this emergency is;
houirable riie of foreign policy for itching, and are beneficial in keeping the skin clean, caa never cure skin utterly impossible to improvise
:be United States Is to show itself affections, becaw.e they do not reach the blood where t'af real trouble is a makeshift navy under the condi- thoroughly realise it, their governcourteous toward other nations, scrip , located. A thorough cleansing of the blood is the only permanent cure for tions of modern warfare. Since the mental repreeentatives will soon repulous not to infringe uptet their skin diseases. S. S. S., the greatest of all blood purifiers, it the best treat... class of Napoleon no war between alize it also. The national governs
rights, and yet able and ready to de- ment. It cures by neutralizing the acids and removing thft humors from oat) great powers has lasted as long went alone has suMciently extensive
fend its own. Th!ii nation Is now on the circulation so that the skin, instead of being irritated ard diseased by as it would take to build a battle- power and jurisdiction to exercae
terms of moat c...rdial may! a:11 i ith the exuding acrid matter, is nourished and soothed by a co•Vng, healthy ship, -let alone a fleet of battleships; hdequate control over the great inWhile this
.•
all other net: ms. I. • .1stream of blood. S. S. S. goes down to the iery bottom of the trouble, and it takes just as long to train the teistate corpdrattons.
7,
s
prime object of oils p.)
removes the foreign matter and Oa reby permaneutle cures eversehrn of skin crew of a battle ship as it does to thorough supervision and control by
18 BY
trouble. Do not expect to cure a blood disease eith local applice.ione alone, build, it; and as regards the most im- the national government is desirable
these condit toes. To di,
a but begin theiuse of S. S. S.. and when you hare removed the caose the portant thing of all, the training of primarily in the Interest of the peosary on the one hand to no i.
generous justice to a:1 other peop'esIskin will lie free from &seise. Seeciel book on Skin Diseases .and any the officers, it takes much longer. ple, It will also, I firmly believe, be
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.; ATLAItt, GAL The navy must be built and all its to the benefit of those corporations
and show them courtesy and rospect; mtelical advice free.
•
y:.t
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
and on the other hand. sis we
traloitig given in time of peace. When themselves which desire to be honest
a good WZY off from the nellenium. to
once war has broken out it is too late and law-abiding. Osey thus can we
keep ourselves in such shape as to means that not on:;. the g.:vernitieet. maintain at the highest point of etas to do anything. We now have a good put over these corporations one comht
INCOPIPORATIO
Make it evident to all men thnt we but the people as a whole snail act: tiency the United States navy.
navy, not yet large enough for our petent and efficient sovereIgn—tho
desire melee be.cause we think :t is In the needed spirit; for otherwise any great war on land we ahould halre Where a navy is as small as ours, the nation—able both to exact justice
Alta
for
just and right and not from mottvesIthe folly of a few individuals may to rely In the future as we have
neds, but of excellent material. from them and to secure justice
,lied in the past chiefly upon v01'14441.alterbe
I work lasting discredit to the whoa
not
battle
the
may
that
of weakness or timidity.
they
be
thal
so
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them,
cardinal rule
, nat:ou. The second requisite is mote soldicrs; and although It is indispers lees shall not be separated.
This nately pampered and oppressed. The
The Navy.
little army, an army
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that
l
and
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hw:d
let
esctired—
by
shall
ctitly
we
thi.
am happy to say that
proposal need be dreaded only
As for the fir,f re'itt'
Ash" a course which I hope will be theme corporations which do not wish
hereafter, that, to obey the law or be controlled hi
followed
sibacQy
flatlet?, of keeping the battle ship just fashion, but prefer to take their'
nuet alternately In the Pacific and is chances tinder the present lack of ,
the ,
tic. Early in December the all system and to court the chant* of
tic-et,
gin its voyage to the 'Pa- getting improper favors as offsetting
will number, friends, the chance of being blackmailed--an
tafic, ,
among
ormiciable Aghting craft attitude rendered familiar In the past,
three
Mettle ships, named re- by those corporations which have'
and
peet Is-el
Illinois, the Missouri, thriven under certain corrupt
the
ntutky. It is a national lawless city governments.
Met in see ry seese of the term, and
Concerning Railroads.
its welfare thouldbe, and I firmly befirst need is to exercise this
"The
lieve le, as muctrot matter of pride
control In thoroughgoing and
and concern for every man in the federal
efficient fashion over the railroads,
farthest Warrior of our country as
of their peculiar poA which, because
for every man on the seacoast.
offer the moat immediate and
sition,
long ocean yes-sage is mighty good
urgent problem. The American peo11111111111111•1111111111a
training; and .n4 the least good it
ple abhor a vacurnm, and are deterwill do will be 'to show just, the
exmined that this control shall be
points where our naval- program
ercised somewhere; it is most unwise
needs strengthen:14g.: Incidentally I
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
the railroads not to recognize
think the voyagesiiiits have one good for
first
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
the
as
it
to
this and to submit
effect, for, to judge by their comWhen
the situation.
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ments on the move. some excel' .ennunLin exernimei jn anme.4.Pch
ificoneoahria_
herb Street awl handl-Athos.
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sadStank*
as it is now exercised over
Livery
fashion
that
the
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couniWaPter
reznilk'entnr
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try need toto
nded
banks, there will 1,4 no
national
the
Pacific coast is exactly'as much a part
falling off in business prosperity. On
of this nation as the Allantit coast.
the contrary, the chances for the as
Domestk Polley,.
-rage man to do better will be inbe
"Se much for foreign ejfatrs. Now creased. Undoubtedly there will
presfor a matter of domestic policy. much lees opportunity than at
Here in this country we have 'Sound- ent for a very few 1ndividuils not of
ed a great federal democratic repub- the most scrupulous type to amass
rtitinufesc:tiir‘iii hy
lic. It is a government by and Tor great fortunes by speculating in and
isthe people and therefore a genuine manipulating securities which are
or
democracy; and the theory of •hitt sued. without any kind of control
plenThird and Ohio.
New l'hone 444.
eonstitetion is that each neighbor- supervision. But there will be
legitihood slat: be left to deliet with the ty of room left for the ample
things that concern only *self and mate reward for, business genius,
who is
which it can most readily deal wail; *Ole the chance for the man
is a
so that town, county, city ,tand state not a beetles genius, but who
have their respective emberee of duty, Irecid. - thrifty, hard-working citizen.
that
vs
while the nation deals with those will Aye petter. I do not believe
a
matters which concern all as( us, all our ettorts will have anything but
prmanent
of the peopy, no. matter where we benefilii effect upon the
and, as a
dwell. Our democracy imbased upon prospe ty of the country;
any
regards
as
even
fact,
of
matter
ought
individual
each
the belief that
that any
to have the largest measure'of liberty temporary effect. I think
lly not to
compatible with securing the rights trouble is dee fundamenta
authorities
'of other individuate, that the average the tact that the national
cercorrected
and
have
discovered
meet
we
whom
man
plain
the
citizen,
those
in daily life is normally capable of tam n abuses, but to the fact that
taking tare of his own again, and abuses were there to be discovered.
who
has no desire to wrong anyone else; I think that -the excellent people
hurtpolicy
our
of
complained
have
all
of
the
intesest
and yet that in
the
there shall be sufficient power lodged ing busines have &hewn much
who regards
somewhere to prevent wicked people same spirit as the child
from trampling the weak under foot the dentist and not the ulcerated
woe.
for their own gain. Our •constant tooth as the real soirrce of his
be of an),
endeavor is to make a good working I am as certain as I can
compromtSe whereby we shall secare thing thitt• the course we are pursuthe full benfsfit, of individual initm- ing will ulUmately help business; for
as
eve and responeibility, while at thei the corrupt man of business is
this country as the corFame time recognizing that it is thlelgreat a foe to
function of a wise governMent under rupt politician. Both stand ou the
modern conditions not merely to pro- imme evil eminence of infamy.
einst both re is necessary to war;
tect life and property, but to foster
in either type
the social development of the people and. it, unfortunately,
of herfare, a few innocent people are
FO far as May be done by maintaining and promoting justice, honesty, huit, the responsibility lies not wilt
and equal rights. We believe in a us,'1n - with those who have misled
hurt.
teal, not a sham. democracy. We be- them --to their
"This ha a rapidly growing nation,
lieve in democracy as regards ponecal rights, as regards education, and, on a new continent, and in an era of
finally, as regards industrial condi- new, conallgi, and ever-shifting conlions. By democracy we understand ditions. soo it is necessary to dethese
411 11111.11111111111ffiffillffillfillhe
.
securing, as far as a is humanly pos- vise new methods of meeting
sible to secure it, equality of oppor- new conditions. We must regard the
at not regard only
tenity, equality- of the the conditions past, but we
under which each matt is to allow the the past. We &eat also think of the
stuff that is in him and to achieve future; and while We must learn by
the measure of success to which his experience, we rani*. afford to pay
aehchingis of exown force of mind and character en- heed merely to the.
title him. Religiously Ms means perience. The great-preacher Chanthat emit man is to have the right, ning In his essay on - The Union"
unhindered by the state, to worship spoke iith fine insight rimi this very
his creator as his conscience dictates, point. fn commenting ea 'the New
granting freely to others the same England statesman Cabot, whom he
freedom which he asks for himself. greatly admired, he said that stealerPolitically we can be said substan- timeless "he had too much Of hate wistially to have worked out our demo- dom of experience; he wantederhat
cratic ic1Fals, and the same is true, may be called the wisdom of litaie."
thanks to the common schools, iii He then continued in. words *Mkt
educational martens. But in Indus- have a peculiar fitness for the coke:
try there has not yet been the gov- tions of today: "We apprehend tA
ernmental growth necessary in order Ii. is possible to make experience too
to *Set the tr,rnendoult changes multi our guide. There are reasons
brought about in industrial condi- In human life and affdlrs, of inward
tions by steam and Mectricitt. It is and outfrard revolution, when new
not In accordance with our principles depths seem to be broken up id the
that literally despotic power should soul, when new wants art unfolded
be Put into the hands of a few men in rnpletudes, and, a new and undeIn the affairs of the industrial world. fined good is thirsted for. These are
Our effort must he for a Just and et- periods when the principles of experfective plait of action, which, while ience need to be modified, when Wipe
and triist and instinct claim a share
scrupulously safeguarding the rights
with prudence in the guidance Of
yet,
so
far
shall
wealth,
of men of
as is humanly poselble secure under affairs, when in truth to dare Is the
the law to all ellen equality of oppor- highest wisdom.
"These sentences should be caretunity to make a liviag. It is to the
by those - men, atoll
Interest of all of tul that the man of Inly
,1101ild very fetid Men, who forget that con10
is structive chine offers the best methbe amply rewarded; and there
nothing - Ineousietelt with this in our od of avoiding destructive change.
guilty that reform is the antidote to revoltsiniiietefice that he shall not he
of bilberr3. or extortion. and that the Wm; and that social reform Is nol.
„I. the wageworker and of the the preenraor 'but the preventive
ti 1,1 of small means, who are them- socialism.-
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•SKIN'. ISEASES

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
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THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

\

V •
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EAU' TENNE_SSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

FOR RENT

HONORABLE

Several desi r a ble offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

- Augustus E. Willson
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

AMERICAN-GFRMAN NATIONAL BANK

FOR GOVERNOR
Will Address The Citizens of Paducah

THE- 'TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
_
.

,
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Thursday Evening, October 3rd,

EXCELSIOR
KENTUCKY EXCELSIOR CO.

7:30 P. M.

FIFTH and KENTUCKY AVE.
4ti

Cur.

You can use your gasstove
all winter if you heat your
kitchen with our new

,k

COKE HEATER I
ATTACHMENT

*

a

•

Can be attached to any
stove. Call at 406 Broadway
and let us show you one.

-The--
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GRACE CHURCH

A Rock hi the Baltic

3 Yea:: Succms

300.000.00 Calital
litlersed by Business Yon. Issateorsied.
29 Ulcers in 16 Stet, jas. F. Dreaghon,
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Safe
111141147E1
PRACTICAL
ROSINESS
CITALOGIN
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FREE
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Cure
'
"'The Triumphs of Eugene Volonont." "Tells," "In the Midst of
mem—eplentlid Niettu PreAlarms: 'Speculations of John Steele." "The Victors." Etc.
PADUCAH, 314 BROADWAY;
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Poison
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Copyright. 11106. by Robert Barr.
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MIINAL SALE,TEl MILLION BOXES

•S

For

EMERGENCY
PRESCRIPIIONS
And Others, Too.

DR. H. T. Hessig

Either Phone 77

it L. McMurtrie
Manufacturer

Mattresses

COUCH

KILL

CURE

LUNC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FOR vOLDS

Gilbert's Drug Store

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Glauber's Stable.

We aro ready for all kinds of hauling.

CHAFING DISH

TELETHON!' 499

Denatured
Alcohol

•

•

Watch the
Label

NINE SUMMERS OLD

ROGERS' LIVERWORT

Jack Beam
.

Sit. WINSTEAD

•

e

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
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Clearance Sales, but we .likewise
ODAY we sold moir silks than ever before in one of our Semi-Annual Silk
there are lots of good valut s
had on sale double the quantity of silks. This sale lasts one more day, and
is all gone and not come
left-those that were covered up and overlooked in the rush---so don't think that it
at any time in near future
down, for take it from us that some of the best values are here. If you will need silks
Crepe de Chenes all colors.
now is the time to buy them. Fancy Taffetas, Solid Colored Taffeta, Blacks and
duplicated in city. Come
Ten thousand dollars worth offered to you for your selection at prices that can't be
more day only, remember.
down tomorrow and save from five to ten dollars on your purchase for fall. One

T

'Counter 21'o. 5

Ii 00 Ctepe de Cbenes
75e Crepe de
11 Ola flenediees

78c
59c
68c

'counter no. 6
Peen de Soie ........$ 1 .38
$1 50 Fancy Taffetas $1.19
$1.35
$1.7.-, Black Taffeta
85e IllaA Taffeta -59C

$1 75

gaffeta Jilk dpeeills Yomorrow
Tomorrow, Friday, Oct 4, in addition to ii4e beautiful display of
fanc:es at our special sale prices, we will offer:
59C
24 ihch good quality Black Taffeta
for
Taffeta
Bonuett
quality
best
24 inch
_
85c
12 inch good quality pure dye Black Taffeta for
95c
Full yard wide guaranteed Black Taffeta
cerwill
it
or
winter,
fall
this
taffeta
black
of
yard
If you will need a
day.1
last
the
is
Friday
Remember
now.
these
buy
to
you
tainly pay

'Counter ,fo. 3

Vaunter Xo.
price

Silk remnants
Srie Solid Color Taffeta

$1 00 Fancy Silks -85C
$1.00 Black
85C
85c
24 in. Bonnet Taffeta

`Counter 21'o. 2
750 Fancy Silks

'Counter ,fo. 4

35C

75e Colored Taffetas-49C
75e Fancy Foulards-48C

95C
$1.40 Surah Fancies.
$1.25 Black
95C
$1.25 Fanncy Check and
Plaids-95C
•
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TOMORROW IS HARBOUR'S THIRTY=FIFTH FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE
It's Another Sale of Peerless Value Giving
in Broadway stores with Broadw4 expenses, is a fact that compariThat many of the values are phenomenal, that many are not equaled
not mentioned in today's partial list-tomorrow's unequaled value
son will readily prove to you. There are many bargain opportun ities
giving is not to be confined to this list.A GREAT SALE OF BEAUTIFUL
MILLINERY.
This store is revolutionizing the
Millinery business by sel'ing exquisite Hats at so much less than the
prices charged in Broadway stores
Critical women are finding out that
a is useless to pay higher prices on
Broadway for poorer qualities than
we are selling stylish Hats made of
high-elms materials for. Hats with
dash and individuality of charm at
Friday prises tomorrow.
al DRESS GOODFI AND SILKS
AT SPE('IAL PRICFA4 TOMakHoW.
$1 25 Broadeloth, gpecial
"
leervesrety* et 94e.

$1 25 yard wide Taffeta Silks.
.
special tomorrow at 94c.
Lot :sec Dress Goods, special toniorrow. at 39c.
Let r.40 Dress Goods in evening
shades, tomorrow Gee.
Gloves
$2.150 White Long Kid
%cry special. tomorrow at $1.19 a
pair.
25c Metal Back Combs, special tomorrow at 15c.
Choice of a thousand 1.5c Handkerchiefs tomorrow at 10c each.
SOME GREAT COAT SUIT BARYou will have to see them to ale
_predate them.

All Wool Venitian Suits in. blacks
toluee and browns at $10.(0.
. Handsome Broadcloth Suits at
$12.50, $16.50, $18 and $19, a suit.
WOMEN'S SKIRTS.
A few more 18.04) and $1.0.00 out
of style Voile Skirts for $1.04) each.
Choice of 25 Walking Skirts in
good styles, worth from, $4 to $5, for
$2.50 tomorrow.
('hol-e of 25 Skirts in good style
worth $6.50 to $5.50, for $3 tomorrow.
WOMEN'S CLOAKS.
Showing dozens of styles of halalRheltle short and tong Coats, many of
them specially priced foe tomorrow, .

Friday, at from $3 95 up to $30
each.
WOMEN'S FANCY PLAID WAISTS.
New, just received for autumn
wear, look like Silk, wear better, on
sale tomorrow at $1.50 and $2 each.
Plaid and Plain Taffeta Silk Waists
$3.25, $3.9i) and $4.90.
White Jap Silks 'medal tomorrow
at $1.75, $2 and $2.50, worth up to
$4.010 each.
Another opportunity worth coming for quick. Women's a0c Short
Keit Skirts for 25c.
•
women's 25c Muslin Drawers and
Cornet Covers tomorrow for 19e each
Women's Long Sleeve Fleeced

Harbour's Department Store

Ribbed Vests, while they last at 15c
each.
Women's, Misses, children's and
boys' Knit Underwear will all carry
*pedal Friday bargain prices tognorrow.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SHOE
SALE.
There will be another one of those
sales tomorrow and Saturday.
('IA)TH I NO DEPARTMENT.
There will be some great money
saving prices here Friday and Saturday in men's and boys' Suits, Hats.
Caps and Underwear.
GROCERY SPECIALS.
10c
Plena: Hams, per lb

Nice Red (anions, per peck
19c
Irish Potatoes, Per Peek
20c
Lump Starch, per lb
, 4c
Keg Soda. 2 !Ds for .
Sc
Evaporated Cream, per can
4o
Condensed Milk, per can
8c
Tooth Picks, per box
ic
3 boxes Search Light Matches
10c
4 cakes Star Soap for
15c
7 cakes long Toni Soap fos
250
2 cans Baker.* Cocoa for
25c
1 gallon pure Apple Vinegar for 26c
1 gallon Coal 011 for
12c
24 lb bag Omega Flour for
80c
.24 Its bag Dupont' Best Flour a. 650
20 Ms. Light Brown Sugar for $1.!a0
18 lbs. Granulated anger for ..$1•04.
aa'aa-aW.

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

14.

